
Crime Mapping Data Simulation,
Using Python to Make Data for Training or Evaluation

Make a random point pattern

Make a 100% correlated (point pattern) crime rate map

Make a mostly random point pattern containing specific hot or cold spots 

Use python for iterative re-aggregation and analysis

Presenter:   Andy Swift,    aswift@brentwoodca.gov



Making a random point pattern

For example, use ESRI Local Government sample data

Download or unpack from data dvds

Geo-code with ArcToolbox, arcpy or geopy api

Random subset, average nearest neighbor, clustering, rate calculation



Subset an address list from ESRI Local Government data sample for point data

ESRI. Address Data Management. URL: http://solutions.arcgis.com/local-
government/help/address-management/.



Geocoded addresses along street lines  -- are there hot spots or clusters?



#An expression and python import can assign a range of random numbers or 
random normal variables to each point.

arcpy.CalculateField_management(in_table="SiteAddressPoint", 
field="srandnum", expression="str(randrange(1,99))", 
expression_type="PYTHON_9.3", code_block="import numpy
/n def randrange(minv, maxv): /n return numpy.random.randint(minv,maxv) ")

arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion(in_features="SiteAddressPoint", 
out_path="C:/spotrun/smalldata.gdb", out_name="smalladdresslist", 
where_clause="srandnum =’1’", field_mapping=“", config_keyword="")

#use the random number to pull out about 1% or 240 of 24000 rows

arcpy.TableToExcel_conversion(Input_Table="smalladdresslist",
Output_Excel_File="C:/spotrun/inputaddresslist.xls",
Use_field_alias_as_column_header="NAME", 
Use_domain_and_subtype_description="CODE")



Two geocodes of one address drawn over areal photo  
-- why two points for same address?



Average Nearest Neighbor and Cluster Analysis for Point Patterns  -- Given 
the z-score of -5.20, there is less than 1% likelihood that this clustered 
pattern could be the result of random chance



Total squared errors (between each 
point and the mean of its cluster) as a 
function of k number of clusters.

Overall Avg. Nearest Neighbor vs. Finding where and how many clusters
-- Using k = 13 clusters, these areas are highlighted

Joel Grus. Data science from scratch: first principles with python. O’Reilly, 2015.  Ch 19



#source, clustering.py by Joel Grus from linear_algebra   import squared_distance, 
vector_mean, distance import math, random, matplotlib.image as mpimg 
,matplotlib.pyplot as plt
with open(’eventLocations.csv’, ’rb’) as f:

reader = csv.DictReader(f, delimiter=’,’)
inputs
for row in reader:

SITEADDID = row["SITEADDID"]
ddlonx = float(row["ddlonx"])
ddlaty = float(row["ddlaty"])
wmx = float(row["wmx"])
wmy = float(row["wmy"])
apair = [wmx,wmy]
inputs.append(apair)

f.close()
ks = range(5,30)
errors = [squared_clustering_errors(inputs, k) for k in ks]
plt.plot(ks, errors)
plt.xticks(ks)

plt.xlabel("k")
plt.ylabel("total squared error")
plt.title("Total Error vs. # of Clusters")



Point event counts on census block groups  -- Aggregated: high, medium, low color.
How do “hot spots” look compared to clusters?



Hot spots using block groups Hot spots using blocks

Same data, counted and hot spot analysis with different shapes.  
Hot spots and crime rates in general need to be aware of the MAUP, and 
choice of areal units.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem

http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem



Making a 100% correlated point pattern

One or more independent spatial variables

Spatial autocorrelation, heterogeneity and MAUP

Random points in arcpy, there are issues and assumptions

OLS and GWR tools



Two independent variables:
one with spatial autocorrelation plus one with spatial heterogeneity



arcpy.CalculateField_management(in_table="blocks_model2b", 
field="sumvalperpoly", expression="(([var1ind] + [var2ac]) / 2) * [d2pop] * (234 / 283 
) * ((234 / 43913.8) / 40
53 /2)", expression_type="VB", code_block="")

arcpy.CalculateField_management(in_table="blocks_model2b", 
field="draterecalc",
expression="[sumvalperpoly] / [d2pop]", expression_type="VB", code_block="")

arcpy.CreateRandomPoints_management("C:/spotrun/dataoutput.gdb", 
"ppevents_model2","blocks_model2b", "", "sumvalperpoly")

arcpy.OrdinaryLeastSquares_stats(Input_Feature_Class="blkgrp_model2_c",
Unique_ID_Field="anid",  Output_Feature_Class= "C:/spotrun/dataoutput.gdb/ 
blkgrp_OLS2",Dependent_Variable= "dnewrate", Explanatory_Variables= 
"var1ind_avg;var2ac_med",Coefficient_Output_Table= “", 
Diagnostic_Output_Table="", Output_Report_File= "C:/spotrun/modelresult2.pdf")

A check of the model shows the regression coefficient between the rate and the two 
explanatory variables is 1.000000, a perfect relationship as expected since we 
modeled it that way.



Points modeled from “var1ind” + “var2ac”

Rate map, aggregating by census groups

Point pattern and rates are generated as a direct funtion of the two
input variables.  Creating patterns with known properties so we know 
What the right answer should be when we analyze it.



arcpy.GeographicallyWeightedRegression_stats(in_features="blkgrp_model1",
dependent_field="dnewrate", explanatory_field="dpop;MED_AGE",
out_featureclass="C:/spotrun/dataoutput.gdb/ GeographicallyWeightedRegression1", 
kernel_type="ADAPTIVE", bandwidth_method="AICc", distance="", 
number_of_neighbors="30", weight_field="", coefficient_raster_workspace="", 
cell_size="40", in_prediction_locations="", prediction_explanatory_field="",
out_prediction_featureclass="")

Adjusted R-squared of 1.00, exactly what was expected.

arcpy.GeographicallyWeightedRegression_stats(in_features="blocks_Clip_SpatialJoin", 
dependent_field="draterecalc", explanatory_field="d2pop;MED_AGE",
out_featureclass="C:/spotrun/dataoutput.gdb /GeographicallyWeightedRegression2", 
kernel_type="ADAPTIVE", bandwidth_method="AICc", distance="", 
number_of_neighbors="30", weight_field="", coefficient_raster_workspace="", 
cell_size="40",
in_prediction_locations="", prediction_explanatory_field="",
out_prediction_featureclass="")

Adjusted R-squared of 0.003,  WHY?  MAUP, same variables, different sizes,  shapes 
areas of analysis.



Make a mostly random point pattern
with specific hot or cold spots

Draw your own spatial weights matrix

Select randomly from a known set of addresses

How big or small can hot or cold areas be? 

How intense (different from random) does a high-rate area need to be? 

Does your other mapping/statistics software find them?  



Spatial structure of address locations within zipcodes



#random shuffle or sample
randomOids = random.sample(idlist, inumpoint)
whereclause = str(str(OIDfield) + " in ( " + ",".join(str(oid) for oid in 
randomOids) + ")")

arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("pointsLyr", 
"NEW_SELECTION", whereclause)

icount = int(arcpy.GetCount_management("pointsLyr").getOutput(0))

if icount == inumpoint:
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("pointsLyr","C:\\spotrun\\dataoutput.gdb\\tmp1")

arcpy.CreateThiessenPolygons_analysis(in_features="C:\\spotrun\\dataoutput.gdb\\tmp1",ou

t_feature_class=outpolyfc, fields_to_copy=“”

arcpy.Delete_management(in_data="C:\\spotrun\\dataoutput.gdb\\tmp1", data_type="FeatureClass")

arcpy.Clip_analysis(in_features=outpolyfc,clip_features="C:\\spotrun\\dataoutput.gdb\\out_feature_class=

outpolyfc + "a", cluster_tolerance="0.001 Meters")

arcpy.Delete_management(in_data=outpolyfc, data_type="FeatureClass")

arcpy.Rename_management(in_data=outpolyfc + "a", out_data=outpolyfc, data_type="FeatureClass")



Matching tessellations to better fit population density



Drawing shapes where a higher or lower rate should be simulated into a 
modeled incident pattern



Using python for iterative re-aggregation and analysis

Why python vs. C#, VB, Fortran or JavaScript?  

1. The arcpy library
2. To make tedious things faster and more consistent
3. To remember the steps (which buttons did I click when?)



A set of areal units, used as a sensitivity analysis matrix --
iterative python, for each: aggregate, calculate,  analyze, output.



Table of results showing aggregation bias for model 2



Using sensitivity analysis to find hot and cold spots -- MAUP as rate-
smoothing tool, using the centroids of all areas from the analysis matrix



The ’arcpy.TableToExcel_conversion’ function can export the combined rate 
calculations from all aggregations into Microsoft Excel’s T-test. There is a much more 
significant difference between expected versus observed rates.  P-value with hot 
spots, p=0.04, than without hot spots, p=0.29.



Crime mapping data simulation,
using python to make data for training or evaluation

How to make a random point pattern

How to make a 100% correlated point pattern

How to make a point pattern with specific hot or cold spots

Why using python for iterative re-aggregation and analysis is beneficial

Questions:   Contact,   Andy Swift,    aswift@brentwoodca.gov



Additional Resources:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem

http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem

Swift, A. (2017). "Crime mapping data simulation" 
https://app.box.com/s/a84w16x7hffljjvkhtlr72eisj4qiene

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem
http://wiki.gis.com/wiki/index.php/Modifiable_areal_unit_problem
https://app.box.com/s/a84w16x7hffljjvkhtlr72eisj4qiene

